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ONE WAY TO wade through the emotion is to delve
into numbers. As the saying goes — numbers don’t
lie, and hopefully they’ll give us the ability to keep
our eyes on long-term goals and not get caught up
in short-term emotion — because 2020 is going to
be a bumpy political ride.
So, before we look forward to 2020 economic
predictions, let’s take a look back at market
performance during previous presidential elections
years. Of course, past performance does not
indicate future performance, but we can get a
good feel for market behavior during these tumultuous
times.
In past years, the S&P 500 Index (Thrift Savings
Plan C Fund)* has seen more positive performance
then negative. In fact, overall returns look good.
Hopefully, these numbers combined with the 2020
economic forecast outlined in this article will
reduce stress a bit in the next year, allowing us to
remain focused on our goals — not on the rhetoric.

S&P 500 Index total returns
during Presidential Election
Years (1928 – 2016)
There have been 23 elections since the S&P 500
Index began. In election years:
 19 of 23 years (83 percent) provided
positive performance
 Democrat was in office and a new
Democrat elected total Return averaged
11 percent
 Democrat in office and a
Republican was elected
total return averaged
12.9 percent

-

Looking Forward to a New Decade
Looking forward to 2020 and a new decade,
some key trends and market signals will be
important to watch, including progress on
U.S. — China trade discussions, an encouraging
outlook from corporate America, and continued
strength in consumer spending.
In 2020, the U.S. economy is expected to grow
and support potential gains for stocks. With
the trade risk, slower global growth and the
impeachment inquiry garner a lot of headlines
— but behind the scenes, the economy remains
resilient.
Although questions about the 2020 U.S.
presidential election remain on top of investor’s
minds, from the esti-mated data here, a 2020
recession appears very unlikely. Unfortunately,
we cannot see into the future. One thing we can
predict is that uncertainty in markets is
here to stay
— and we are here to help.
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anticipate more opportunities for growth in emerging
markets’ economies, with countries outside China
playing a growing role.
Inflation: Consumer inflation has picked up slightly, and we
believe inflation will continue to grow at a healthy but
manageable rate.
Employment: U.S. job growth has been steady, although
recently it has started to show signs of moderating. Some
cooling down would be expected at this point in the
economic cycle.
Recession: Prolonged trade uncertainty and a potentially
rancorous U.S. election season lead us to believe that a
recession starting in the fourth quarter of 2020 or first
quarter of 2021 could be possible
— but we don’t think it’s probable.

Our View

As 2019 draws to a close, the U.S. economy is still exhibiting
some positive fundamentals despite trade uncertainty and
slowing global growth. Consumer spending remains strong,
supported by low unemployment, steady wage growth,
con-tained inflation, and low interest rates. At the same time,
the age of the economic expansion leads to questions about
how long it can continue.
U.S. manufacturing weakness is more pronounced, signals from
the global bond market are confusing, and earnings growth
has stalled in the U.S. and internationally. Plus, due to
heightened geopolitical risks that must continue to be monitored, companies lack the visibility they need to make sound
decisions about long-term investments.
Clarity on trade needs to come sooner rather than later, as we
prepare for a highly charged and likely divisive U.S. presidential
campaign. While we can’t see into the future, we hope this
guide can improve your view into the new year.
Welcome to 2020!
* The C Fund’s investment objective is to match the performance of the Standard and Poor’s
500 (S&P500) Index, a broad market index made up of stocks of 500 large to medium-sized U.S. companies
** First Trust portfolios L.P. – Morningstar/Ibbotson Associates.

Domestic: We are expecting 1.75 percent U.S. GDP
growth in 2020. Our forecast reflects the potential
for continued trade uncertainty and weak business
investment
— but a steady consumer.
Global: Europe and Japan continue to struggle with
trade uncertainty, geopolitical concerns, and
sluggish growth. We
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